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Measurement Technology Group
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ABSTRACT
1!

Fourier-based methods are the Qresent standard for
calculation of frequency response functions and modal
analysis, but standard Fourier methods are not well suited
for the analysis of nonlinear or non-s&ionary behavior. A
wavelet-based technique that calculates complex, time-
va~ing frequency response functions (~RFs) for input/output
relationships has been developed. ‘The method uses a
simple tone-like Grossman-Morlet wa~let that has unique
resolution characteristike optimized to;,zoom-in on different
portions of the time-f~equency spectrum. The method is
used to determine time varying frequency responses and
mode shapes for a ten degree-of-freedom bilinear structure.
Some characteristics of nonlinear no,rrnal mode behavior like
bifurcated resonant peaks and lo@alized modes are
illustrated. The method holds promise for analysis of
nonlinear input-output systems with time-varying responses,
and could be a powerful tool for cdndition monitoring or
damage detection. This method $presents a unique,
fundamental advance in time frequency measurement
techniques since a time varying ‘transfer function is
computed rather than direct respbnse
decomposition. I j:

NOMENCLATURE ,1

a scale parambter /,

b ktime dilation parame{er ~,

Hw(f,t) Wavelet FkF ~ J
! :pti
{ (ptiI

Wx(a,b) Wavelet tra&form !
!;,’

%b(t) Wavelet fun~~on :, “

time-frequency

●
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INTRODUCTION

Fourier-based techniques use the complex frequency
response function to evaluate magnitude and phase
relationships for input-output systems. For linear systems,
frequency response functions and mode shapes are good
estimates of the average modal characteristics of a
structure, Input-output type systems that change with time
due to non-linearity challenge Fourier-based analysis
methods because the frequency content of a response can
vary, and averaging over a large number of data windows
smears the response characteristics. Before wavelets came
into use, the Short Time Fourier Transform (STFT) or
VVigner-Ville distribution were popular tools for nonstationary I
signal analysis. For linear systems, a mode shape is
associated with each resonance. Non-linear systems exhibit
multiple modes at each resonance including bifurcated
modes or localized modes [1]. The objective of this paper is
a demonstration of the wavelet-based frequency response
function and the estimation of nonlinear normal modes for a
bilinear system.

There have been a number of applications of wavelets to
signals from mechanical systems for fault detection and
diagnosis [2,3] and a few other authors have explored the
properties of wavelet-based frequency response functions
for input-output systems. Staszewski and Giacomin [4]
analyzed acceleration transmissibilities across an
automobile seat for transient and nonstationary data.
Kyprianou and Staszewski [5] applied similar techniques to
the cross wavelet analysis of a Duffing oscillator. This work
builds on the developments of these authors. The
application of wavelet frequency response functions to a 10
degree-of-freedom lumped mass system in both a linear and
bilinear configuration is discussed and the frequency
response funtilons and mode shapes for each system are
illustrated. The unique time-frequency scaling properties of
the wavelet method are compared to the uniform resolution __ ~.
typical of Fourier based methods.
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METHOD

A wavelet frequency response function for a non-stationary
process shows the time and frequency dependency of the
input-output relationship. Time depenctent mode shapes
associated with the system resonances may give some
insight into system characteristics. TO accomplish this, a
wavelet transform needs to capture both the magnitude and
phase characteristics of the signals. It is also desired to
determine the frequency response function magnitude in
terms of time and frequency rather than in terms of the time-
scale relationship more typical of most wavelet families. The
solution to both of these concerns is the use of complex
valued Grossman-Morlet wavelet. The complex valued
transform preserves the magnitude and phase relationships,
and the tonal nature of the wavelet permits a correlation of
scale and frequency. Using wavelets, the time-varying
dynamics of non-linear systems are not averaged out. The
Fourier approach assumes a stationary process and
averages multiple windows, hiding non-stationary
phenomena in the signals. The STFT overcomes some of
this limitation but retains the disadvantage of a fixed
resolution. All Fourier based methods have fixed time-
frequency resolution with a constant At over all frequencies.
The Grossman-Morlet wavelet has a unique property that
has been called constant Q [6], which means that the ratio of
bandwidth to center frequency is a constant. The
uncertainty principle constrains Af.At to a constant, so at
higher frequencies, the bandwidth is larger giving coarse
frequency resolution (Af large) and fine time resolution (At
small). Conversely, at low frequency, the frequency
resolution of the signal is fine (Af small) and the time
resolution is coarse (At large). Since the center frequency of
a tonal wavelet is tunable, the Grossman-Morlet wavelet can
be used to zoom-in or pan-out the time-frequency scale to
investigate phenomena of interest in different parts of the
frequency range or different portions of time. The
uncertainty principle remains a constraint, but it is possible to
use the wavelet properties to trade off time and frequency
resolution to the best advantage.

The form of the Grossman-Morlet wavelet used in this work
is given by

v(t)=e@2t2-’2@o’) (,)

where fo is the center frequency of the @avelet and a
is a width parameter. The wavelet family is generated by
translation in time domain (b) and dilition in scale domain
(a) using

(),t–b
●

~a,b(f) ‘& ~ /;. -(2)

The discrete scale parameter a is defindd by

~=p, k =0,1,...nl : (3)

For the tonal wavelet, the relationship between the discrete
scale parameter and frequency is given by a=flfo. The
center frequency fo and bandwidth 2 are varied to optimize
the time and frequency resolution in the time-frequency
space. Changing the scaling parameter a permits modeling
all portions of the signal.

Wavelet transforms are obtained for the input and response
signals ccmvolving signal x(t) with the wavelet family.

~x(~,b) = ‘f’’~(t)rf:,+ft(4)

-co

Numerically, this is done efficiently by the method of Wang
and McFadden [2] who perform the integration using an
inverse Fourier transform. After the wavelet transforms of
input and output are determined, the complex frequency
response function is determined by

W’y(a,b)ll’;(a,b)
H&t) = (5)

W#z,b)d(a,b)

The mode shapes are estimated from the imaginafy part of
the complex valued frequency response function.

NUMERICAL EXAMPLE

This method is applied to a linear and non-linear system, the
ten degree-of-freedom system described by Hunter [7j. This
lumped parameter system is illustrated in Figure 1. It is a
lumped mass system composed of ten masses
interconnected by springs and dampers. For the linear case,
each of the springs has a stiffness k=kr=(2*n*l 00). A bilinear
nonlinearity is introduced by modifying k45, the stiffness
interconnecting masses 4 and 5, to 0.250*kr in tension and
4.O*kr in compression. Bilinear characteristics are observed
in physical systems and are caused by such factors as loss
of preload or changes in the mechanical propeti”es of joints.
A band-limited Gaussian random force excites the system.
A numerical simulation of the system was performed using
MATLAB ODE solvers, generating data at 1000 Hz sampling
rate for 9 seconds.

Lines Svstem Cas~r

Frequency response function estimates for the linear system
are given in Figure 2 for the acceleration at mass M3 over
the input force, @3)/f. The Fourier based estimate
calculated using the MATLAB TFE function with a window
size of 1024 points is compared to the wavelet-based
estimate that is time averaged for 1 second. Both the
magnitude and phase estimates are in agreement.

The time-frequency estimate of the frequency response
function estimate for the same /a(3~/ relationship for the
iinear system is shown in Figure 3 for a l-second time
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Figure 1 Ten Degree-of-Freedom Lumped Mass
System 1’1,

J
sample. The plot is characteristic of @ lineal lumped-mass
MDOF system with well-defined modes. Ignoring a rigid
body mode, the first mode is at appro~imatdly 30 Hz. The
mode shape associated with this re$onan& is estimated
from the imaginary part of the frkque~~y re~ponse function
at the frequency where the magnitude’”is a maximum. This
generates the shape-time-position in F~ ure ~. This process

!
is repeated for the resonances at 6,, Hz and 92 HZ to
produce the mode shape-time-positi~~ plo~ in Figure 5.
There appear to be small changes !’, sha$e over the 1-

fsecond interval, but the’ basic cha,,l!irtik~,of the shape
remains constant. j!,

j3ilinear Svs em Casgtt :!
,, J

The bilinear system is more, interesfng and much more
difficult to understand. The bi~near sp~ng ,k45 acts to isolate
each end of the structure, causing lo~lized linear behavior

t
on each end superimposed on a compl lx bilinear interaction.
Fourier based methods are not well su~ed to analysis of this
type of structure. Comparison bf th~,iwav.e~et,’and Fourier
based methods in Figure 6 illustr tes “1~e ~f, ~e,,problems
with the Fourier based methods.

;/
or t,,~ p[imk+rymode at 30
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Figure 2 Frequency Response Function Magnitude
and Phase Comparison for Linear System

Hz, the Fourier based method show a single peak while the
wavelet shows a bifurcated peak. At higher frequencies, for
the averages shown here, neither curve offers much insight
into the behavior. The time-frequency plot of the bilinear
system, Figure 7, shows that the frequency response above
the primary 30 Hz mode is time va~ing, much more so than
the linear case. The bilinear character of the system causes
the non-stationary response.

Two of the characteristics of nonlinear normal modes
described by Vakakis [1] are the presence of bifurcated
modes and localized mode behavior. Both of these are
present in the modes of the bilinear system shown in Figure
8. &linear system modes are determined in the same
manner as in the linear case using the imaginary part of the

,, ,,,,
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Figure 3 Linear System Time-Frequency FRF for
la(3)/fl
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Figure 4 Linear System Mode Shape at 30 Hz
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frequency response function, Each p~ak, at 28 Hz and 32
Hz, has a different chara~teristic mod+ shape. Both shapes
show distinct localized behavior on either &de of the bilinear
spring between positions 4 and 5. iTwo modes near the
second resonance are identified in F@re 9,, one at 59 Hz
and one at 62 Hz. The ~primary difference between these
modes is the curvature ‘of the’ mode! shape in positions 1
through 4. Modes near the 90 Hz re ‘ nance have not been
identitled, and a more sophisticated x ethod of mode shape
identification is needed to find these I&ith confidence. It is

4interesting that for both’ the linear nd bilinear examples
there is very little time variation in mod! shapes.
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Figure 5 Linear Mode Shapes at 60 Hz and 92 Hz

CONCLUSION

The method offers some promise, but more work is needed.
The wavelet method correlates well with the Fourier based
method for frequency response function evaluation of linear
systems. The modal characteristics of nonlinear systems
can be explored to give a better understanding of how these
systems behave. The example illustrates the bilinear system
modes, which clearly identify the location of the nonlinearity.
The time-frequency plots show how the frequency content in
the signal varies, especially at higher frequencies. However,
even for the simple system used in this study, it is not easy
to extract much useful modal information for modes above
30 Hz. The. wavelet method can zoom in to help identify
these high frequency modes, but the uncertainty principle
restricts the bandwidth improvement, so there is a limit to
frequency resolution at high frequencies. A better curve-
fitting algorithm is needed for mode shape identification

i’
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Figure6 Frequency Response Function Magnitude
and Phase Comparison for Biiinear System

rather than just using the imaginary ~’part of the frequency
response function. This should improve the identification of
mode shapes in the high frequency range.
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